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Pressure Effect on Sliding CDW in KO.3MoO3

Kazushige Nomura, Ry[ta Kohsaka and Takashi Sambongi

Department of Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, JAPAN

Abstract-The Peierls transition temperaLure, the CDVI gap and the threshold
field for the CDW depinning tdere measured in KO.rMoO3 under hydrostatic
pressure. Amplitudes of the transient voltage oscillation and the narrow band,

noise were also j.nvestigated and the increase of coherency of CDW motion was

found under pressure.

The charge-density-wave (CDl,r) state j.n a quasi-one-dimensional conductor is
described !,rith the phase variable and the coherency of phase plays an

important role in the behavior of CDw. Such a coherency is supposed to be

nodif,ied by pressure through p+rameters such as the transfer integral.
Recently the threshold field for the CDW depinning have been investigated
under pressure in several CDW materials[1,2,3]. Here we report the pressure
effect on the stat.ic and dynamic behavior of cDw and discuss the coherency of
CDW state.

Transport measurements- were done in a single crystal of K..rtrtoO3 with a

four probe configuration. Pressure was achieved in a beryllium-copper
microbomb with I:L mixture of kelosene and transformer oil as pressure

transmitting medium. The value of pressure was calibrated with the resistance
of manganin wire.

We obtained the transition temperature Tp from the tenperature dependent.

ohmic resistance, As shown in Pig. L, Tn is suppressed by pressure hrith the
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xate of 1 t/kbar. The cD!.l 9ap A, estirnated from the srope of rogR-L,/T curve at
T",/2, decreases u_nder pressure with the rate of 1.5 t,/kbar as shown in Fig. 2.

These rates are roughry consistent with those in recent experiments t2,31. The

decrease of Peierls gap is simpry attribuled to the decrease of the electron-
phonon coupling paraneter ), and the breaking of nesting condition of Ferrni
surface. The rarger decreasing rate in A than T" suggests that the one-
dimensional fluctuation is somewhat suppressed under pressure.

The thleshord fierd Er was obtained from the non-rinear dc transport. As

shown in Fig. 3, Er decreases under pressure in the low temperature region
berow 70 K and increases above ?_o.K, arthough the behavior is not crear above
100 K, due to the rounded I-V curve. In the weak pinning regime, E, is
expressed as, er*1-31A/(.cowl))4, where K and n"o" are the elastic constant of
phase deformation and the condensate density, respectively. The decrease of Er
is qualitatively exllained with the increase of K and the decrease of A under
pressure- These correspond to the increase of the Fukuyama-Lee-Rice rength as
a whole: The static coherency of cDw is enhanced under pressure. rn the high
temperature region, the variation of n"o" is appreciabre against the pressure,
as shown in Fig. 4. rt is understood that the decrease of ncD!,t brings about
the increase of E.1, in the high temperature region, overcoming the mechanism
effective in the Iow temperature.
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Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of
Fig. 4 Pressure dependence of the
the narrow band noise freguency.
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lie investigated arnplitudes of the transient voLtage oscillation (To) and

the fundamental narrow band noise (NBN) systematically. Their voltage
amplit.udes Av, normalized to the voltage drop V"O" from bhe ohmic line, are
sholn in Fig. s and Fig, 6. Broken rine denot.es the reration expected from the
rigid CDw modelt4l as,

Av,/vcDr,r a t (J/Jr)-( lt / tr)2-tlL/2 1,

where J and.lT represent the current density and its threshold value,
respectively. The ampritude of ro is nearry independent. of the pressure and is
roughry one order larger than that of NBN at the highest pressure (3.6 kbar).
The current dependence of Av/vcD[,I of ro is werl fitted to the above relation.
WhiIe, the NBN amplitude, which characterizes the stationary sliding state, is
enhanced about 3 times under the pressure of 3.6 kbar. The latter is
understood with the increase of.!he verocity coherent vorume, in which the cDw

is sliding coherently, under pressure in the stationally sliding. At the
beginning of sliding, the coherency of sliding moEion already reaches its
upper limj.t and is not enhanced by pressure. The CDW behaves as a rigid one in
the transient. slidirig.
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